
THE FLOATING BOXSPRING BED WITH LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN.

Aurora



Aurora
The Aurora Boxspring bed features impressively lightweight,  
elegant design and a floating appearance. The simple geometric 
design appears graceful, indulges the senses and promises a  
feeling of security for restful nights. The subtly cubic details  
bring out the characteristic accents of this riposa classic.

Lightweight, elegant  
proportions
The lightweight, elegant cubic design creates a modern  
and harmonious feeling of space in any bedroom.

Seamless  
appearance &  
anti-slip surface
The Aurora bed unit is optionally available
in an end-to-end design, with a removable
cover and anti-slip surface.

Floating look 
thanks to the  
Cube system
The Aurora is invisibly fixed on the wooden
« Cube » base and appears to float above
the ground.



Aurora Relax
Automatically adjustable Boxspring bed with lightweight,  
elegant proportions.

Relax in comfort
The desired relaxation positions are quick 
and easy to set at the touch of a button.

Memory function
Your favourite positions can be saved via  
the memory buttons so that you can simply  
lie back and relax.

Elegant lightness combined 
with automatic adjustment
The relax functions are incorporated in such a way that  
the « Aurora Relax » embodies the typical characteristics  
of the classic Aurora model for an elegant, lightweight  
and harmonious look.

For singles or 
single sleepers
For singles and those who like to sleep on 
their own, the Aurora Relax is also available 
in sizes of 120 / 140 cm.



Special Edition  
Aurora Nuance
The monochrome Boxspring bed with a fascinating 
tone-on-tone look.

Swiss designer Jörg Boner has defined six monochrome 
colour families for the Special Edition Aurora Nuance. 
The individual parts – cover and feet – of the resulting 
bed variations complement each other in their tonality. 
This gives the Aurora Nuance a distinctively stylish, 
monochrome Boxspring look.
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Studio.
Our Boxspring studio in the Glarus region.

In our Boxspring studio in Oberurnen we produce exclusive Boxspring unique pieces every day –  
each bed bears the personal signature of an experienced employee. Thus the traditional profession  
of upholsterer, which had almost disappeared in Switzerland, lives on at riposa. Today we are also  
training new upholsterers in our studio.

riposa Swiss Sleep is an investment  
in your health – developed with  
experience and innovation,  
manufactured in Switzerland.

riposa AG Swiss Sleep     8865 Bilten     riposa.ch     T 055 619 30 00     F 055 619 30 01     E-Mail info@riposa.ch



Aurora Boxspring bed
Prices 

Aurora Relax Boxspring bed

Order size 90 / 100 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm* 180 cm* 200 cm*

Special Collection, Art. no. 6136

Length 200 cm
Length 210 cm
Length 220 cm

CHF 4590.– 
CHF 5040.–
CHF 5420.–

CHF 5440.– 
CHF 5990.–
CHF 6420.–

CHF 6190.– 
CHF 6790.–
CHF 7300.–

CHF 7450.– 
CHF 8180.–
CHF 8790.–

CHF 7690.– 
CHF 8460.–
CHF 9070.–

CHF 8060.– 
CHF 8850.–
CHF 9510.–

*Base construction in two parts from 160 cm. 
« Long » headboard option : extra charge of CHF 500.– in all sizes. 
Optional headboard « without button stitching » ( same price ). 
Special sizes on request.

Aurora Boxspring bed

Order size 90 / 100 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm* 180 cm* 200 cm*

Special Collection, Art. no. 6133

Length 200 cm
Length 210 cm
Length 220 cm

CHF 2710.– 
CHF 2980.–
CHF 3200.–

CHF 3510.– 
CHF 3860.–
CHF 4140.–

CHF 3960.– 
CHF 4360.–
CHF 4670.–

CHF 4450.– 
CHF 4890.–
CHF 5250.–

CHF 4590.– 
CHF 4990.–
CHF 5420.–

CHF 4960.– 
CHF 5450.–
CHF 5850.–

Optional : anti-slip surface & ( for models in two parts ) seamless appearance : extra charge for 90-140 cm : CHF 250.– / extra charge for  
160-200 cm : CHF 500.–

Premium Collection, Art. no. 6134

Length 200 cm
Length 210 cm
Length 220 cm

CHF 3190.– 
CHF 3510.–
CHF 3690.–

CHF 4130.– 
CHF 4550.–
CHF 4780.–

CHF 4660.– 
CHF 5130.–
CHF 5390.–

CHF 5230.– 
CHF 5760.–
CHF 6050.–

CHF 5390.– 
CHF 5930.–
CHF 6230.–

CHF 5830.– 
CHF 6420.–
CHF 6750.–

Incl. anti-slip surface & ( for models in two parts ) seamless appearance.

Nappa leather, Art. no. 6135

Length 200 cm
Length 210 cm
Length 220 cm

CHF 4140.– 
CHF 4560.–
CHF 4790.–

CHF 5360.– 
CHF 5890.–
CHF 6190.–

CHF 6050.– 
CHF 6660.–
CHF 6990.–

CHF 6790.– 
CHF 7470.–
CHF 7850.–

CHF 6990.– 
CHF 7690.–
CHF 8080.–

CHF 7570.– 
CHF 8330.–
CHF 8750.–

Incl. anti-slip surface & ( for models in two parts ) seamless appearance.

*Base construction in two parts from 160 cm. 
Optional « Stiletto » foot instead of « Cube » base ( same price ). 
Optional headboard « without button stitching » ( same price ). 
« Long » headboard option : extra charge of CHF 500.– in all sizes. 
Special sizes on request.

Special Edition : Aurora Nuance Boxspring bed
The monochrome Boxspring bed with a fascinating tone-on-tone look. 

Order size 90 / 100 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm* 180 cm* 200 cm*

Aurora Nuance Collection, Art. no. 6132

Length 200 cm
Length 210 cm
Length 220 cm

CHF 3190.– 
CHF 3510.–
CHF 3690.–

CHF 4130.– 
CHF 4550.–
CHF 4780.–

CHF 4660.– 
CHF 5130.–
CHF 5390.–

CHF 5230.– 
CHF 5760.–
CHF 6050.–

CHF 5390.– 
CHF 5930.–
CHF 6230.–

CHF 5830.– 
CHF 6420.–
CHF 6750.–

Incl. anti-slip surface & ( for models in two parts ) seamless appearance. 
Incl. fabric-covered headboard back.
 
*Base construction in two parts from 160 cm. 
Foot colours : Forest, Fruit, Horizon, Mirror, Shadow, Marine 
Optional « Stiletto » foot instead of « Cube » base ( same price ). 
Optional headboard « without button stitching » ( same price ). 
« Long » headboard option : extra charge of CHF 500.– in all sizes. 
Special sizes on request.



Aurora – technical data

STRUCTURE

The lightweight-looking but highly stable wooden con-
struction is built according to the principles of Swiss Sleep 
Technology ( SST ) and forms the basis of the bed unit.  
The embedded pocket springs gently absorb the move-
ments of the upper bed. This ensures optimal lying and 
spring comfort. The entire bed unit is contained in a 
high-quality padded cover.

« CUBE » BASE / « STILETTO » FOOT

The Aurora Boxspring bed is supported by a black « Cube » 
base for a fascinating floating effect. The bed can option-
ally be delivered with the « Stiletto » metal foot, which is 
supplied as standard on the Special Edition Aurora Nuance. 

SEAMLESS APPEARANCE / ANTI-SLIP SURFACE

Optionally, the Aurora bed unit is also available with a 
seamless appearance, removable cover and anti-slip  
surface.

Aurora Relax – technical data

STRUCTURE

An adjustable Boxspring bed with lightweight proportions 
and a pocket spring structure. The bed unit is contained 
in a high-quality padded cover. The bed can be easily and 
continuously adjusted to the desired relaxation position at 
the touch of a button. Your favourite positions can be saved 
via the memory buttons so that you can simply lie back and 
relax. From 160 cm, the sleep surfaces are in two parts and 
can be operated in parallel. When using a mattress in one 
part, it is recommended to initialise the motors regularly.

« STILETTO » FOOT

The « Stiletto » metal foot emphasises the lightweight pro-
portions of the « Aurora Relax » model. The « Aurora Relax » 
cannot be combined with the « Cube » wooden base.

ANTI-SLIP SURFACE

The Aurora Relax Boxspring bed is fitted with a breathable 
anti-slip surface.

Please note : the Boxspring beds from riposa are manufactured entirely 
by hand with care and craftsmanship. Slight sizing differences may 
therefore occur.

HEADBOARDS

Two headboard sizes are available for individual bed compositions : the classic standard height and a higher « Long » ver-
sion. The Aurora headboard can also be made without button stitching ( no tacking / buttons and no horizontal stitching ) for 
the same price.

Technical data & finished size

« Standard » headboard

3312

210

9

95

Ideal for combining with a high  
mattress or mattress with topper.

« Long » headboard

184.5

3312

210

9

10
5

184.5

« Standard » headboard

3512

210

9

95

Ideal for combining with a high  
mattress or mattress with topper.

« Long » headboard

180

3512

210

9

10
5

180

Finished size of model 180 × 200 cm
All sizes in cm

Aurora Boxspring bed 

Aurora Relax Boxspring bed
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